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IforWilliamsTrailers BV Unbraked

Description

For further information and current delivery times, please contact Ripon Trailer Centre - 01765

698948

Ideal for family holidays, weekend trips, the sports enthusiasts with too much gear for the car or

simply the small business with goods to move. You’ll find the Unbraked Box Van Trailer - BV64e,

an ideal way to keep all your belongings safe, dry, and away from prying eyes. When not in use, it

can be safely parked up in your garage or outside your home and is light enough to manoeuvre

easily. It’s great for camping or enjoying outdoor activities such as cycling, canoeing or fishing,

especially where bulky equipment is needed - it can even be used to carry a junior Go Kart. The

BV64e, Unbraked Box Van Trailer, is the perfect option for you if your Business is mobile and you
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need to transport essential equipment safely and reliably. 

Both Unbraked Box Trailer models feature a streamlined body and mudwings with the rear prop

stands integrated into the wings. The adhesive bonded aluminium body structure gives

exceptional strength whilst also saving weight, giving you more payload. 

A convenient roof rack option on the van door version allows larger objects to be safely carried,

anything from pipes and planks to canoes or surfboards. Rubber interior matting is also available

to help grip your valuable load along with tie down points for the floor (these are sold loose so

they can be positioned as desired to suit your load). The strong, low maintenance rubber torsion

suspension system is fitted with 145/80B10 tyres giving a maximum gross weight of up to 500kg.

See this product on our website

Specification

Stock no: RTC BV Unbraked

Location: ["New from Manufacturer"]

Manufacturer: IforWilliams Trailers

Model: BV Unbraked

More images
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https://riponfarmservices.apknowhow.co.uk/products/new-machinery/ifor-williams/box-vans/iforwilliamstrailers-bv-unbraked-rtc-bv-unbraked/

